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 Robert J. Parazin was a long-time Tri-City RC 

Modeler from back in the 70s.  Bob was a mechan-

ical engineer and worked out at the Hanford Site, 

in tank farms. I first met Bob back in 1978 when I 

first joined the Tri-City RC Modelers 

(TCRCM).  He was one of those guys 

that was very knowledgeable in aviation, 

and was very personable. 

 

When first moving to the Tri-Cities I was 

not into RC.  However, I quickly became 

a member of TCRCM...and met Bob 

through a mutual friend, Tom Michaels. 

Since he was from Chicago, and I was from De-

troit, we soon became friends.  Also, our families 

were both members of Christ the King Catholic 

parish in Richland.  So, we hit it off...right away! 

Bob flew a high wing model called the Wester-

ly.  And, as many years that I had known him, this 

was the only model he ever flew..LOL!  He just en-

joyed flying around and having fun! 

Bob's lasting contribution to the 

TCRCM was the creation of the club 

logo. The logo features a head-on 

shot of the famous North American P-

51 Mustang, with its wings stretched 

across the State of Washington, and 

the letters of the TRI CITY RC MOD-

ELLERS radiating from the Tri-Cities, 

WA map location on the  State of 

Washington.  It is a cool and creative 

design that has withstood the test of time...a stroke 

of genius with class! 

https://www.sunsetgardenstricities.com/

obituary/2020/10/robert-parazin/ 
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From the Editor 

Many thanks to the 

people who submit-

ted information for 

the newsletter.  

We have a rich and 

diverse pool of 

knowledge in and 

out of our club that 

can be shared here 

for the good of the 

others. Please sub-

mit articles, photos, 

memories, car-

toons, or jokes, to: 

tri.city.rc.modelers 

@gmail.com   

I am excited to have 

a new company, RC 

Batteries partnering 

with us. Enter the 

club drawing for a 

free battery. Richard 

is also giving club 

members a 15% 

discount. See pag-

es 5 and 6. 

 

History of the TCRCM Logo from George “Ice Man” Vargo 

https://www.sunsetgardenstricities.com/obituary/2020/10/robert-parazin/
https://www.sunsetgardenstricities.com/obituary/2020/10/robert-parazin/
mailto:tri.city.rc.modelers@gmail.com?subject=Newsletter%20Submission
mailto:tri.city.rc.modelers@gmail.com?subject=Newsletter%20Submission
https://rcbattery.com/
https://rcbattery.com/
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I hope everyone had a happy Thanksgiving with as many family 

and friends you felt comfortable with. 

And while this year has been a little strange, we as a club still have 

many things to be thankful for. Number one is an enthusiastic 

membership, friendly, and always glad to be help fellow members.  

And a big WELCOME to all our new members. I counted 16 new 

members, including a couple of family memberships. And the ex-

perience level is beginner to very experienced including some 

members who rejoined after many years of being away. So, we 

have a great mix of pilots adding to everyone’s enjoyment of the 

hobby.   

We also have a great flying field, thanks to Bob and all who assist 

him. In mid-November, Bob, Larry Fitch, George Vargo, and my-

self put down 16 bags of fertilizer. With the rain and moisture this 

winter we should have another beautiful field next spring. 

We also have a great corps of instructors. Some of the instructors 

were not able to assist due to health-related issues due to the pan-

demic. However, Jim Anderson, Larry Salisbury, and Scott Page 

were quite busy. They spent many hours of their time with mem-

bers not only with flying skills, but building, radio set up, aircraft 

inspections, and all kinds of advice on other aspects of the hobby 

to add to our skills and enjoyment. Thanks, guys! 

Another aspect of our hobby, while not an official part of the club, 

were the float fly days organized by Larry Salisbury. Thank you, 

Larry, for your boat, and adding another layer of fun to the hobby! 

And, to keep it all going, I want to thank the officers all of whom 

contributed to the success of the club: Jim Anderson, vice presi-

dent; Larry Fitch, treasurer; and George Vargo, secretary; Scott 

Page, safety officer; and Camille Page, newsletter editor and pho-

tographer. 

Sadly, we lost two pilots who have contributed to the club, Monty 

Stratton and Bob Parizon. We all have reason to remember and be 

thankful for those who helped us in our hobby. 

Scott and Camille put up red fence markers on each end of the 

runway. Many of us have put airplanes into the fences and the 

board discussed even taking the fences down, but that would pre-

sent other problems. So, thank you Scott and Camille for marking 

the fences for us.  

Looking at the calendar, January 1 falls on New Year’s Day next 

year. The club traditionally gets together to have the Polar 

Bear Fly In. Barring a blizzard, 

we get together at the field, pay 

our dues, get the new gate com-

bo, and fly. The highlight is eve-

ryone brings a warm dish/snack 

to share. Make sure your 2021 

AMA dues are paid and come on 

out. I will put out more info as 

we get closer and get a handle on 

the weather. 

Our hobby has many aspects and 
each member contributes to the others in some way or another, but 

especially making friendships. This was a good 
year to be a member of TCRCM!    

https://tcrcm.com/on-line-membership-application-

and-payment/ 

President’s Message  by John Patton 

https://tcrcm.com/on-line-membership-application-and-payment/
https://tcrcm.com/on-line-membership-application-and-payment/
https://tcrcm.com/on-line-membership-application-and-payment/
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Gate protocol has been a club issue for over twenty years. Here is a refresh-

er course for us all.  

If the gate closest to the highway is open, you are probably good to go. 

When the race track/paintball is open or work is being done on the track, both 

gates are usually 

open (Thursday 

through Sunday). 

When the race 

track is closed, the 

highway gates 

should also be 

closed. You may 

pass through, but 

please close them after entering or exiting. 

The next two sets of gates to the field are 

closed with two padlocks linked through 

each other. The black four number lock uses 

the passcode given upon dues being paid. 

After unlocking and opening gate please put 

the lock bale back in the housing and turn 

the number wheels 

off of the combina-

tion to secure the 

lock preventing theft. The combination lock is from the 

City of Richland in case they need emergency entry. 

Swing at least one of the gates open far enough that it 

latches. Having both gates open is very welcoming. 

The gates to the 

field itself are wide 

enough for emer-

gency vehicles to 

drive through. 

Please do not 

block them! NO 

PARKING means 

NO PARKING. 

These gates are 

also locked with 

the same combina-

tion and can be swung wide open. On occasion there are enough vehicles in 

the lot to warrant opening another set of gates further to the west. As a courte-

sy, the pilots parking near them will lock it 

back up. 

As the last pilots are leaving the field, the pro-

cedures are reversed.  

Be sure the chain and locks secure both 

sides of each egress. Turn the numbers a few 

times to secure it. As you approach the final 

set of gates nearest the highway, you can double check the status of the race 

track/paintball by their 

gates. If the track is 

closed, their entry gates 

will be closed. We then 

see that the gates closest 

to Hwy 240 are closed. 

Gate Protocol  
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Bill Bowen, George Vargo, and Bruce McDannold with his son Alex 
standing beside him.  Bruce is holding one side of the sign.  Monty 
Stratton, second from left, and Frank Hirsch on the far right have both 
passed.   

That is the day we started work on the field in Finley.  The runway was 
on top of an old Navy unimproved runway that the Navy used to train 
their pilots for landing on non-pavement surfaces.  If you flew over the 
field you would see two crossing runways where no weeds or sage-
brush would grow because it was all rock with very little dirt.   

Frank Dunham who owned the Black Angus Restaurant had that 100 
acres leased from BLM for grazing his cattle used for his restaurants 
meat.  He was friends with Marv Kinney, one of the Vista Field com-
missioners who liked us.  When we got kicked out of Vista Field Marv 
talked to Frank about sub-leasing a piece of his grazing property to us 
for a field.  That is how it all started.  We did have to repair the fence a 
few times when the cows wanted to eat on our side of the fence.  We 
also had to clean cow pies off the runway a few times.          

                                                                               by Bill Bowen 

Origin of “The Calvin” 
 
    Many of you have heard some of us call the long grass on the north 
side of the field "The Calvin", and some have asked what is that about? 
    Well, it's a long story, but one fun to tell and I hope fun for you to 
know. It's named in honor and memory of a good friend and avid model 
pilot, Clarence Corriveau, who died several years ago. Not necessarily 
a great pilot but enthusiastic about all aspects of model flying and not 
afraid to voice his opinion about it. He was also a gun enthusiast and 
I'm sure he had opinions about that, too. 
    He flew large gasoline powered planes, but I can't say he mastered 
consistent landings. Many of them were in that high grass on the north 
side. As you know, this can be hard on landing gear on large planes. 
One of his opinions was that the manufacturers never made landing 
gear strong enough so one of his plans was to take up alumi-
num welding to re-enforce them. 
    Now, you're probably wondering what does Clarence have to do with 
Calvin? Therein lies a tale. 
    A couple of years before he died The Antique Road Show came to 
Spokane. He had an antique rifle in his family so he took it there to see 
if he could find out more about it and if it was worth anything. He didn't 
get on the show, but a local reporter from the Tri City Herald attended 
and took pictures of various folks from the Tri Cities. His picture was in 
the paper the next day, but the reporter misunderstood his name and 
printed it as Calvin Corriveau. 

 So, there you have it. We started 
calling the high grass “the Calvin” 
because he seemed to own it. We 
started calling it that while he was 
still here and in good fun. 
    When you hear us call it that it 
is in fond memory of a good friend 
and fellow pilot. 
                         by John Patton 
 

Finley Field Groundbreaking– 1983 
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Anyone who has dealt with “HobbyKingRichard” in RCGroups will remem-

ber him as the person who really tried, and succeeded, in improving quali-

ty and consistency in batteries in HobbyKing.  Due to HobbyKing restruc-

turing and the closing of several offices including the main office in Syd-

ney Australia, he was out of a job in mid-2019. 

What’s a man to do? A wife. Kids. Mortgage. Well, he knows batteries and 

battery manufacturers and enjoyed managing the battery lines at his pre-

vious job so why not take a jab at a new company RCbattery.com and 

continue doing what he does best. Great batteries at great prices. 

Richard enlisted the assistance of some leading hobby battery experts to 

advise and test his new line of batteries with the name Liperior.  I’d imag-

ine “Liperior” is a mashup of the words Lipo and superior, which if you are 

referring to value would be accurate.  People that have met Richard in 

person attest to his character and high standards, and his passion ad-

vancing the quality of lipos available for reasonable prices.  The stated 

mission statement of RCbattery.com is “Everyone deserves the best at an 

affordable price!”  Amid the hassles of COVID the startup of Liperior was 

delayed until August 15 of this year.  So far only the U.S. warehouse in 

Los Angeles is open.  Next warehouse expected to open will be in Rich-

ards native Australia, and when travel restrictions loosen eventually Eu-

rope. 

I follow the Lipo testing threads fairly closely, so I learned of Liperior bat-

teries right from the get go.  I’ve been very pleased, and surprised with 

the robust output of the Liperior batteries.  However I don’t punish my bat-

teries like the guys that literally make a hobby out of stress testing lipos.  

One tester from Arizona that goes by the handle “Rampman” put a Liperi-

or pack through 40C discharge rate with 4C charging until it lost 20% of 

capacity – that took 1312 cycles. WOW!!   

Well – long story long.  About the same time I was raving about how nice 
these batteries were, Camille was restarting the newsletter.  The idea was 
hatched to contact Richard (now ‘RCBatteryRichard” in RCG) to see 
about some partnership.  Richard was eager to help and he and Camille 
developed two ways to get our club members (and their RC friends and 
acquaintances) interested in Liperior Batteries.   The first way is to have a 
drawing EVERY MONTH in which some lucky club member wins a free 
Liperior battery.  All that’s needed for a chance to win is to enter by sub-
mitting you name and answering a question. One winner will be drawn 
each month. The link to December’s Drawing is https://
www.surveymonkey.com/r/XNMVYKF.  One entry per household.  We will 
continue this monthly drawing through at least the summer of 2021.  Bat-
teries available include a range from 25C to 60C and from 2200mah to 
5000mah with a couple 6S and several 3S and 4S batteries. The second 
method to assure all members can be winners is that Richard will be plac-
ing an add in the newsletter with a DISCOUNT CODE available to our 
newsletter recipients only.  This month’s discount code will expire the end 
of December and the next newsletter will have a new discount code.  
 
A final note.  When Richard started RCbattery.com I don’t think he real-

ized the void he was filling.  Getting high quality batteries at a fantastic 

price hit a chord with many hobbyists and with only word of mouth RCBat-

tery practically sold out the warehouse in the first few weeks.  While that’s 

good news, it takes time to manufacture, ship, and restock, especially 

during covid restrictions.  I believe there are two containers of batteries in 

route to the Los Angeles warehouse, with the first expected to clear cus-

toms in early December.  Certainly “out of stock” is frustrating to see 

when you’re shopping – but in my experience – this is stock worth waiting 

for.  If you see an item you want that’s OOS just click on “Notify me when 

this product is in stock”.  Finally – orders over $99 ship for free.   

Liperior Batteries by R. Scott Page 

https://rcbattery.com/
https://rcbattery.com/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XNMVYKF
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XNMVYKF
https://rcbattery.com/
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It’s a Club, Not a Business -editorial 

It occurs to me that some people don’t realize the difference between a club 

and a business.  Patronage of a business consists of exchanging money for 

product or service, end of story. Customers have no responsibility to wash the 

floor, repair damaged walls, or clean the windows.  A club, on the other hand is 

member owned.  Each member pays a token amount for membership, but 

that’s not the end of the story.  Each member needs to contribute their time, 

talents, or treasure to not only keep the club in existence but to further the inter-

ests of the club.  Each member serves in a different way, many donate  cash, 

or others skills.  How will you contribute this year?   

       

Who Is This? 
From the w-a-a-a-a-a-y back time 

machine… 

This is a childhood photo of one of 

our current club members. He is 

holding his first RC airplane called 

the Hawk. The photo was taken in 

I would like to have more photos of 

our pilots from their earlier days.  

Your editor (aka Camille) is asking 

you to send her photos of your liking 

and if you don’t she will be contact-

ing other people in your life who may submit a photo NOT of your liking. Submit to 

tri.city.rc.modelers@gmail.com 

 

https://rcbattery.com/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XNMVYKF
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It’s come to my attention that some may not be aware that Federal 

Law requires all pilots of UAS (unmanned aircraft systems) over 250 

grams to register with the FAA.  Additionally, to operate legally, your 

registration number must be legible and on all model aircraft.  This is 

separate and different than your AMA number, which also must be on 

your aircraft.  Name, phone number and address are not required on 

your aircraft as in the past, however it’s a good idea to place some con-

tact information inside a hatch so you model can be returned in the event 

of a fly-away.  

Many of us that registered when this law came into being will need to 

renew in December as the first registration period is expiring.  To regis-

ter go to https://faadronezone.faa.gov/.  

Be CAREFUL that you get the correct website.  There are sites that will 

pop up in a Google search that will charge you a fee from $15 to $50  to 

do this registration for you. These sites don’t end with DOT GOV (.gov).  

The page you want looks like the the screen below.  The cost is $5.00.  

Do not choose to fly under Part 107(unless you’ve passed the commercial 

part 107 test), choose to fly under Exception for Recreational Flyers.    

When you register, you will receive a unique registration number that 

applies to any and all unmanned aircraft you own for 3 years. After 3 

years, you must re-register. You MUST mark all your aircraft with your 

number before you operate them.   Before you complete registration you 

will have to agree to a series of 9 requirements (in the graphic below) 

including “Pass an aeronautical knowledge and safety test.“  This test has 

been forthcoming for several years and will probably be rolled out in 

2021.   

TCRCM does not audit members for FAA numbers.  We do, however, 

assure that all members are up to date with their AMA membership.  

AMA membership is required to fly ANY aircraft at TCRCM, regardless of 

weight.  This is part of our 

lease, and is very important.   

By. R. Scott Page 

 

 

 

 

Are You Flying Legally? 

https://faadronezone.faa.gov/
https://faadronezone.faa.gov/
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 Safety Message by R. Scott Page 

Picture this.  You have a battery in your model on the table 
and the transmitter in your hands.  You approach the model 
and suddenly the electric motor roars to life and the prop 

starts towards you like a possessed Cuisinart.  It happens --- 
and it happened at the field yesterday. 

The scenario and so many others could save injury and hard-

ware if the failsafe is set up properly. If you don’t know what 
failsafe is – you NEED TO.  Failsafe sets the receiver to send a 
predetermined signal to all channels in the event of loss of 

signal from the transmitter.  In the scenario above I believe 
the failsafe was set so upon losing signal all channels would 
give a signal of zero.  As a reminder, the signal range of the 

channels runs from -100 to +100 with zero being right in the 
middle.  This is great for rudder, elevator, and ailerons, but for 
throttle zero corresponds to mid throttle.  This could happen 

if you were to turn the transmitter off with the model still 
powered, or if momentary signal interference or signal 
swamping triggers a failsafe moment.   

As a former teacher who was notorious for giving too much 

homework, I’m giving you a homework assignment.  Before 
next season, figure out how to properly set up failsafe for your 
models.  If you flying Spectrum you want to use “preset val-

ues” failsafe.  If you using FrSky you want to use “Custom” fail-
safe.  Other radio brands will use proprietary terminology – 
but the gist of it is you want to define what happens to each 

and every channel when the receiver loses signal.   Back in 
the day, failsafe was always resident within the receiver and it 

was set up in some way such as pressing a failsafe button 

when the channels 
were receiving the 
values you wanted set.  

This is rarely the case 
anymore.  Most of to-

day’s radios have the 

failsafe settings resi-
dent in the transmit-

ter and the failsafe 
settings is transmitted 
from the transmitter to the receiver upon establishing con-

nection.  It’s my opinion to avoid any failsafe options such as 
holding the last known position, or no pulses.  While these are 
available, they are fraught with potential for disaster.  So what 

should the failsafe setting be?  That depends on the sort of air-
craft you’re flying.  With a glider you’d probably want a bit of 
rudder and spoilers.  With a power plane you want motor off 

and control surfaces to neutral. But there are other channels 
that can be advantageous to set failsafe.  How about turning 
on self-leveling or SAFE if you have it.  If you’re using a flight 

controller turn on RTH (return to home).  If your ailerons are 
on two different channels you could 
set them to both go up slightly caus-

ing the aircraft to lose lift, or down 
to slow the descent.  What do you 

want the flaps to do, and perhaps 
deploy the gear with hopes for a soft 
landing.    
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Many will recall that 2020 started with the FAA issuing a Notice of Pro-

posed Rule Making (NPRM) that as written would have a serious detri-

mental impact on traditional model aircraft. The proposed rule making 

centered around UAS (Unmanned Aerial System) in flight broadcasting 

identification information that can be received by other parties.  This in-

cludes all model aircraft above 250 grams.  The docket number of this 

NPRM in the Federal Register is FAA-2019-1100 .  The period for com-

ments closed on March 2 and when complete the FAA had over 53,000 

comments to process.  At that time the FAA was prohibited by law from 

saying any more about the NPRM to the public until all comments were 

processed.   

The processing of the comments is complete and the final version of 

this rule is scheduled to be released in December 2020.  While few 

hints have been issued as to the contents of the final rules, the FAA has 

said they were clearly aware of considerable amount of “hate” this NPRM 

generated.  They also said the comments containing hate were filtered 

out.  They have given assurance that the comments were “taken into ac-

count” as the final rules were written.  Look in next months newsletter 

for at least a summary of the final ruling.   

 

 

 

 

FAA Update on RFID By R. Scott Page Storing Aircraft— show me yours 

Enquiring minds want to know (namely your editor). How do you store 

your airplanes to prevent hangar rash? Please send photos to Camille 

at tri.city.rc.modelers@gmail.com.  

mailto:tri.city.rc.modelers@gmail.com?subject=Storing%20aircraft
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